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Elise is fractured inside, stained by a past she refuses to remember. Merrick is scarred both inside

and out, a half-breed with a brutal background, at home nowhere in the universe.Now they are tied

together by an unstable bond which could kill them both.Their journey will take them to the lawless

planet of Rageronâ€”the wildest of all the Kindred worlds. There, in the deep blue jungles of an alien

world, Elise must bare her soul and relive the horror that nearly killed her. Can she and Merrick

make each other whole or will Elise run from her pain? If she does, Merrick cannot help but chase

herâ€¦Elise is being Pursued.This is the 6th book in the Brides of the Kindred series. You will need to

read Claimed, Hunted, Sought, Found, and Revealed, also by Evangeline Anderson in order to

understand it.
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Pursued is the sixth installment of this wonderful series. This one is mostly about Merrick the hybrid

Kindred warrior, and Elise, the last human victim of the All Father whom he rescued from oblivion. I

will NOT go into the plot or give away any details, but I will say that this story takes off right where



REVEALED ended. Pursued is a GREAT read because of the following reasons:FIRST: I LOVE

how this book is NOT a "novella" (like some authors put out there for bigger $$ for a handful of

pages), it is a full blown, FULL LENGTH, E Ticket ride of a book, as is all the others in this series.

Involved, well written and good mix of HOTNESS along with a GREAT STORY to back it

up.SECOND: Pursued is a great mix of HOT (you know what I mean) and STORY, without one

trying to overtake the other. You don't get over or under on the HOT part or the story, just the right

combo.THIRD: YES, you need to read the others in the series to fully appreciate and "get" this

story.#1) CLAIMED (lays the groundwork and base of the story, and a great read)#2) HUNTED#3)

SOUGHT#4) FOUND#5) REVEALED#6) PURSUED (this book I'm reviewing)FOURTH: I liked that

the author wrote disclaimers at the beginning of this book, warning of a sensitive subject matter that

my upset some readers. This warning is up front and shows she really cares about her readers.

Giving them the choice.FIFTH: Merrick and Elise are the focus of this book, but there is still the

same characters we've grown to love scattered throughout this edition and their continued trials,

tribulations and interpersonal relationships that are always intersecting to keep everything going and

moving along and maturing.

After being introduced to Merrick and Elise in Revealed: Brides of the Kindred 5, I anxiously awaited

the next installment, Pursued: Brides of the Kindred 6, which would tell their story and ultimately

their HEA--I was not disappointed! I read the book in one sitting--it's sad... I know. "Moderation" is a

foreign concept for me; I am definitely due for an intervention. =:-)What can I say about the newest

Kindred male? Merrick is the epitome of a strong and silent Uber- Alpha Kindred Male... Let's face

it- the former mercenary had qualities (i.e. decisive, steadfast, considerate, honorable and gentle,

etc.) that readers *swoon* over without becoming a sappy personality. His back-story was

consistent with and clearly defined who, why and how Merrick became the blunt/direct/no nonsense

persona, we, the readers met in Revealed and have come to know in Pursued.BTW, Merrick has

become my favorite character, next to Sylvan, Deep and Baird. In the spirit of full disclosure, I will

wholeheartedly admit among other things associated with Merrick's "uber-alpha maleness"--that the

"technical demonstration in the viewer" solidified his position as Top Kindred (for me =;-).Elise was a

good match for the Hybrid Kindred male. As an attorney she was used to fighting for causes- which

made their pairing seem plausible. Elise was not the typical damsel in distress which was somewhat

refreshing to read; I liked how she was an integral and indispensible partner during their quest to the

jungle of Rageron.Ms. Anderson's world building for this series is absolutely intriguing. I love how

each book takes us to another part of the universe with its own unique histories, ecologies and



cultural nuances.

I didn't have high hopes for this one after the saccharine sweetness of the last book. However, I was

somewhat surprised at how much I enjoyed it. The "throw my kindle at the wall" moments were few

and far between. I like Elise and Merrick both as individuals and as a couple. Even through all of

their angst and hardships, they were very open about their feelings towards one another with very

little denial. Elise is dangerously close to being my favorite heroine of the series (not like that's

saying much considering how awful some of them are) simply because she was willing to go out on

a limb for Merrick, and she had a few other brave moments too (usually following her stupid

ones...the girl makes some stupid ass mistakes but I could kind of empathize with her, at least). It's

nice to see a little equality in the Kindred/Human relationships, rather than the Kindred male

constantly putting his life on the line and being a supplicating wimp to his chosen bride. I felt like

Elise earned her man in this, and that was nice to see. Merrick wasn't so different from the past

heroes that Anderson has written, but his "tortured soul" won me over pretty easily. I liked that he

was a bit rougher around the edges and didn't come across as overly sex-obsessed (unlike the

boring BAIRD who I tired of after ten pages or so.). I also liked that he wasn't extremely

overbearing, which I have a low tolerance for in characters.There were still problematic bits. While

the storyline is escalating it's also almost a carbon copy of the prior one with the All-Father, and as

well, it could be seen as a combination of Hunted with Planet X. It's as if she's ripping off her own

stuff. Maybe ripping off is too strong of a word, but she's definitely written similar storylines to this

before, in other books.
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